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Abstract

Model-driven architecture (MDA) supports model-centred software development via successive model transformation. In MDA, the reusability of models is improved as well as the traceability of requirements. Agent-oriented model-driven architecture (AMDA) associates adaptive agents with a business-oriented interaction model and lets agents dynamically interpret their behaviour from the continuously maintained model via which the current business needs are deployed at runtime. The continuous re-interpre- 
tation rather than discrete re- transformation of models means immediate requirements deployment after re-configuration, no system down time being required to affect changes and results in a development process that is oriented to business experts rather than developers. Adopting the adaptive agent model, an AMDA paradigm, we put forward a security-aware model-driven mechanism by using an extension of the role-based access control (RBAC) model. For this purpose, the concept of agent role proposed in agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) is integrated with the one proposed in RBAC. Agent duties are specified in an interaction model and describe the roles that agents can play to fulfil their functional responsibilities. Agent rights are specified in a security policy rule model attached to the interaction model and describe constraints upon agent capabilities caused by their associated social roles. The role-based interaction and policy-driven model incorporates both agent rights and duties. Hence, functional requirements and non-functional security constraint requirements are put together, related by the concept of role. Consequently, agents can continuously use the re-configurable model to play their roles in order to fulfil their responsibilities, and at the same time respect the security constraints. The major contribution from the approach is a method for building adaptive and secure MAS, following model-driven architecture. The approach is illustrated with an actual British railway management system.
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1. Introduction

Model based development for secure systems can benefit from high level abstraction and model transformation in a model-centric development paradigm, at the same time providing improved productivity and platform independence. Security, as part of the system requirements, must be integrated into the system model from the very beginning, if full advantage of model-driven software development is to be taken. However, existing approaches using model-centric development typically ignore security at the modelling stage, rather adding security aspects later in an ad-hoc manner. This can lead to deficiencies in security and more importantly, a less cost-effective development process. The fact that security requirements are usually not considered as an essential part of the overall system requirements is reflected in the fact that design models often describe only what components in a system should do, as in traditional functional requirements. What is equally important is what the systems should not do. Malicious misuse/abuse should be prohibited in the non-functional requirements of security but, unfortunately, the latter is sometimes ignored or considered very late in the system development process. The separation of production and protection of systems results in vulnerability and a lack of integration.

Addressing security separately late in development also leads to poor maintainability. This is due to the complex and cross-cutting nature of the security requirements. Late discovery of security requirements will lead to costly correction or adaptation, sometimes after software development has been completed. Without at least abstracting and preferably decoupling the security requirements, the development and maintenance of secure software systems will remain a significant challenge. A means of modelling security requirements as part of the system model and adapting them accordingly afterwards must be provided. One possible approach is to use a model transformation approach, where the model includes security needs and where these are traceable and easily adapted later.

The object management group’s (OMG) model-driven architecture (MDA) paradigm [8,9] is now well established. The paradigm...
has been advocated for productive software development, based on successive model transformation. Models are built for reuse and once re-configured, systems can be re-generated. Hence, code change is minimised when requirements change. Systems with mutable security needs can take advantages of the paradigm if security is explicitly modelled as part of the system model at a suitable level of abstraction. Adaptivity and maintainability of systems can then be enhanced since changes to the model, including functional requirements as well as non-functional security requirements, will lead to automatic behavioural change in running systems.

The adaptive agent model (AAM) [27,28,32] allows an agent-oriented model-driven architecture (AMDA) [29] paradigm, compatible with MDA and appropriate for multi-agent systems (MAS). AAM combines the dynamic features of agent with the advanced development paradigm of MDA. Briefly, AAM is a methodology that guides the building of an organised hierarchical business knowledge model [31] to drive adaptive agent system behaviour. The model originates from business requirements [35], is interpreted and executed dynamically by agents at runtime, and is under continuous maintenance by business people. Tools [30] have been developed to support the documentation and maintenance of the model. Existing components and services can be reused to support agents to execute business requirements captured in the model [33,34]. A model-driven security model as integrated in AAM is put forward in this paper. We consider the very important access control issue as our security focus, formalising a security model centred on policy rules. Agents make use of the integrated model to perform functional capabilities, constrained by the security policies. Business experts and decision makers can continuously maintain the integrated model in order to reflect changing business needs.

An agent-oriented MDA solution is appropriate since agents residing within the MAS under development can conceptually have security constraints while also realising their functional behaviour. In this way, security requirements are integrated with functional requirements. agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) considers system model building to be centred on a role concept, role representing functional requirements. Role-based access control (RBAC) considers the security model to be centred on role, role representing non-functional security requirements. Unifying these role concepts offers the fundamental core model element on which an integrated model can be built. A new combined role notion can be used to pull duties and rights together in a single model. In this way, security requirements become first class citizens along with functional requirements and can also start at the requirements modelling phase.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section will investigate the existing modelling approaches towards security, the current status of security development in MAS, and in particular, the role concept as in AOSE and in RBAC. In Section 3, we describe our approach in detail, including an overview of the proposed approach, an illustration of the original AAM interaction model, the security model add-on, and their integration using a unified role notion. Section 4 discusses a British railway management system as our case study. Our approach will be applied and a CIM, PIM, as well as a PSM and code be developed, using an agent-oriented MDA paradigm. Section 5 demonstrates the adaptivity that has been achieved and evaluates the advantages of the new approach over traditional methods. Finally, Section 6 discusses the contribution this work makes to the state of the art, in the areas of agent-oriented software engineering, model-driven architecture, distributed computing, and role-based access control, as well as provides some conclusions to the paper.

2. Background

2.1. Security modelling

UML does not explicitly provide security modelling. However, one may extend the standard language to accommodate extra concepts. Defining a profile is one extension mechanism that can be used for this purpose. In [6] an extension to the business process modelling notation (BPMN) has been described, security requirements being incorporated as part of a UML profile that supports security modelling in business process diagrams. In a related approach [7,42] a UML profile for secure data warehouses has been developed. In this approach OCL is adapted for expressing secure constraint rules. Both approaches offer some support to describe security concepts in the overall modelling process but the languages alone are insufficient if they are not part of a complete solution for developing secure software systems in practice (the transformation of security constraint rules to system implementation).

Stereotypes have been used extensively in UMLsec with an aim of expressing security constraints that must be satisfied in the design level [5]. The modelling method does provide a means to embed security requirements in UML models and in doing so supports security analysis against models [1]. For example, a secure communication link might be expressed as necessary between a buyer and a seller, ensuring a fair transaction after which the customer either receives the goods purchased or is able to reclaim the payment in the case of an unsuccessful trade. Going even further, a framework towards secure system development that combines the Tropos methodology and the UMLsec modelling method has been proposed in [2] to support a modelling process covering requirements analysis to design model building. This moves the modelling language forward to a model-driven security architecture. However, it also has a number of weaknesses. First of all, its OO based permission model is constrained in the types of resources to be protected and actions to be performed, just like some other approaches. Generally, permissions are specified saying which (active) object can perform what restricted actions upon which other (passive) objects (files, classes, etc.). Security communication protocols are modelled based on these. The application of such secure access is limited to protecting file systems (actions: read, write, etc.), programmed object archives (actions: class method invocation, etc.), network resources, and similarly other low level system resources. Furthermore, the approach focuses on transportation-level communication where secure keys are used among components under protection and so only at that level the security constraints are enforced. No mechanism has been offered for differentiating various levels of access rights and their assignment to subjects (e.g., according to organisational positioning) for the access of various resources, the type of which should also being in a wider range. More importantly and related to this, the modelling is not at a business level with regard to critical business service protection. Business experts may find it difficult to understand or configure secure access policies according to their business needs.

Modelling approaches would be more useful if an adaptive business-level access control model were in place. Aiming at building such a model at a high level of abstraction, agents may be an appropriate construct to abstract access subjects. The interaction among collaborative agents, which in turn involves individual internal computation and critical system resource access, is the means system goals are achieved and services delivered to the users. The use of system resources and the delivery of business services in such interaction processes, therefore, must be controlled to ensure the achievement of goals is not compromised by malicious acts. Thus, a security-aware interaction process must be modelled,
capturing the knowledge to be used by agents of the conditions for performing the requested tasks as well as doing them properly. Ultimately, agents dynamically execute the model through which services are composed and provided according to security needs.

2.2. Security in MAS

Arguably, the use of agent in security engineering is still in its infancy. To compound matters, security concerns in the MAS domain have not been emphasised in a scale compatible with its widespread academic research and industry application. More forcefully put, agent systems themselves are not typically secure. Currently, MAS platforms and standards organisations for MAS offer a security mechanism at a very low level. FIPA [10] uses an agent platform security manager [11] for secure communication. Security related parameters can be specified in an agent message envelope, indicating its requirement for security service, according to the FIPA ACL message standard. The agent platform security manager and the agent management system can then be used in agent platforms to maintain security via public and private key authentication or public key infrastructure. However, this provides secure agent communication at the transportation level only. The lack of security support by FIPA as well as the FIPA compliant Java Agent DEvelopment (JADE) platform [12] has been identified in [13–15]. The JADE-S [17] add-on of the JADE platform provides some degree of security support. Its potential usefulness lies mainly in two aspects: secure agent message transportation using message signature and encryption; and an access control mechanism based on JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service). Again this add-on offers only transportation-level security. Its use of policy files is intended only for general-purpose access control to local resources such as system files, network, and so on. Permissions are defined on the basis of system-oriented actions such as: passing messages, moving among containers, and creating/killing agents. Apart from work at the platform level, some attempts have been made to address the security issues of mobile agents, which are vulnerable to threats due to their mobility [16]. Unfortunately, no general mechanism has been offered to cope with the control of agent access rights to resources such as critical data and services, in the context of their running on behalf of human beings or systems.

Therefore, the responsibility of enforcing security in MAS goes to the agent designers and developers who have to meet particular business-specific needs. Usually distributed over their runtime environment, agents behave and interact with each other dynamically, if not fully autonomously. Access control in such a highly dynamic environment is very difficult due to the large number of agent interactions, unforeseen agent behaviour, and agent interaction process that could emerge at runtime. The agent research community and developers largely ignore the security issue given the complexity of implementing MAS-specific security requirements on top of existing functional requirements. Ignorance of security constraints would let the potential autonomous agent behaviour impact negatively upon systems, such behaviour not being predicted in their original design. Imposing the right control upon agent behaviour, on the contrary, can provide authorised system access and resource consumption. Overall, the dynamic feature of agents leads to the fact that they are not always associated with a fixed set of data, but rather intentionally interact with each other and human beings flexibly, in the process of which they may have access to various system data and services. This brings unique challenges and a changed view of security modelling that we must bear in mind.

Security models such as the RBAC model are often concerned about permission control for human users. In MAS, some agents operate on behalf of users and others perform business functions as a result of system design. The concepts of agent rights and agent roles, resembling those of user rights and user roles are absent in the context of system resource access. This imposes difficulty on general modelling of all access subjects when access control is concerned. Both human actors and system agents should be restricted in their behaviour in a MAS as a result of security needs.

Apart from the access subjects, the access objects need matching notions in the design of a unique MAS security model. The agent concept in the resource access pattern raises the level of abstraction of access subjects. The usual access objects of types of files, objects, and class methods in the OO paradigm, however, do not fit well in the pattern. High level business services that can be used, managed, or composed by agents are sometimes believed at the appropriate level of abstraction of agents. Actually, building agents on top on web services has been advocated in [18] as an essential way to produce real business value from the agent paradigm. In doing so, agents fulfill system services. We can, therefore, regard agents as the agents of services through which services are accessed and made use of. But work in the direction of secure service access management via agents is rare.

Since simply borrowing OO security mechanisms does not work and little work has been done in security modelling in MAS, there is a need to investigate the mainstream security access control models in order to discover a useful one and adapt/extend it as required to fit the MAS context. The alternative of designing a brand new security model applicable only to the MAS domain involves reinventing and may impose a barrier to the existing security engineering community. This approach is analogous to the origin of Agent UML (AUML), which is an extension of UML for modelling MAS [22]. The next section will introduce such a security model that we can adapt for reuse in MAS towards AMDA.

2.3. Role access control in RBAC and role playing in AOSE

Access control is central to the security of software systems. One access control model that supports efficient management is the widely accepted US National Institute of Standards and Technology model of role-based access control (RBAC) [19]. In RBAC, as illustrated in Fig. 1, roles represent job functions in an organisation. They bring together users and permissions. Permissions that describe operations upon resources are associated with roles. Users are assigned to roles to gain permissions that allow them to perform particular job functions. A major benefit of using this type of model is that the reconfiguration of user–role, role–permission, and role–role relationships, directed by administrators, can reflect changing organisational policies. The maintenance of such a sub-system that is independent from the core application means minimal impact on the overall system of requirements changes with regard to security. RBAC is widely accepted as a best practice and implemented in one form or another in systems including Microsoft Active Directory, SELinux, FreeBSD, Solaris, and Oracle DBMS. However, several weaknesses have been identified in [33]. Major insufficiencies include: its incapability to assign different permis-
ssions to individuals with the same role; to differentiate users from geographically or socially different organisations and assign permissions accordingly; to allow in exceptional conditions, special permission assignment; to specify negative permissions (hence it is inconvenient to grant permissions to a group of users except particular individuals from the group).

The lack of mapping from a genuine organisational structure into a role structure using RBAC has been realised, leading to the development of the Enterprise RBAC model [36]. Enterprise roles naturally reflect the actual organisational roles required by the system. Users can be granted access rights across multiple systems, called the “target systems”, of an organisation. Enterprise Roles collect all permissions necessary to perform the specific roles, from the target systems. A general role hierarchy is supported.

Work on incorporating RBAC policies into UML design models towards modelling secure system has been reported in [3]. A key concept is the development of an application-specific model which is security unrelated and a context-specific RBAC template model and then merging them to obtain a security-aware compositional model. Such a merging process is not always straightforward, especially when concepts in the system domain cannot be mapped to RBAC concepts. Moreover, the use of an object-oriented template model determines its poor applicability to the MAS paradigm.

Another security modelling language based on RBAC and aimed at MDA is SecureUML [4]. However, it generates an infrastructure that is only concerned about the access control of the systems. Little attention has been paid to integrating such architecture with the rest of the systems. This attributes to the method the typical modelling problem seen in current software development process. Capturing not only permission constraints but behaviour duties in a single integrated model is necessary to avoid poor maintainability.

Role is also an important concept in agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE), agents usually being linked together by their role playing behaviour. Agent UML (AUML) [22] language uses role as a primary notion for MAS modelling. Role is also a principle concept in the Gaia [21] methodology, giving agents well-defined positions in the organisation and the associated behaviour that can be expected. Moreover, a meta-model is proposed in [20] using the notions of agent, role, and group to enable a three-way association, in which an agent can be assigned to playing a role within a group, granting the specific task performing capability. One particular agent can play different roles in different groups, where what it is expected to perform depends on the context of the group. One group can be dynamically formed by agents that collectively have the capabilities to accomplish certain emergent tasks. This offers an organisational structure that may be adapted for use in a model that captures agent role playing behaviour in various interaction processes.

The role concept is of significant importance to both the AOSE research community and the RBAC community. However, the direction of work based on the role concept in them is completely distinct and no research has ever been carried out to reconcile the two concept definitions in MAS for security modelling. Since RBAC has no concept of duty and AOSE has no permission constraint for agents, the complementary nature allows integration of them in a single role-based interaction model. Our hypothesis is that, a unified role concept will support building systems where their architecture is driven by functional requirements and security requirements together. This requires the development of an appropriate security model that constrains agent behaviour based on roles, being integrated with a functional agent interaction/computation model that describes the routine agent role playing behaviour.

3. The model-based development approach for secure systems

3.1. Approach overview

Our framework consists of: (1) an agent runtime platform; (2) agent instances running on the platform that are empowered by an engine with model interpretation capabilities; (3) a reaction rule model that the agent runtime engine can use to interpret reactive behaviour; (4) a policy rule model that the agent runtime engine can interpret global strategic constraints; (5) the overall model produced using (3) and (4) which agents use as their interaction and computation pattern running in business processes. Here, we focus upon the design of a modelling approach towards security-enabled model-driven architecture. Tools have been developed [27,30,32] that support the configuration of reaction rules and policy rules for human experts. These are stored in XML repositories and are interpreted for agents by the engine, the implementation of which is part of our future work.

The artefacts produced in the framework are mainly reaction rules and (security) policy rules which together are termed interaction models [29,32,34], capturing overall business processes. Apart from the combined platform-independent models (PIM), the system consists of agents running on any given platform and components or services that facilitate agent performance as advised by the models. The selection of the specific agent platforms triggers the transformation of PIM to platform-specific models (PSM) and code that are suitable to the running agent instances.

Building these artefacts and fitting them into the MDA paradigm shapes a parallel software development procedure in three directions.

(1) The development of an interaction model and security model (the knowledge models part in Fig. 2). The notions used in the modelling process will be agent-oriented UML (shown in Table 1). At the centre of the models are the rule elements, the semantics of which are further enriched to support a model-driven architecture. Reaction rules collectively fit agents into overall interaction patterns that capture the blueprint of the system. They individually specify the computation pattern of corresponding agents required by the interaction. Policy rules define the global constraints that must be satisfied in interaction or computation. The rule specifications that capture behavioural meanings or strategic constraints are part of the PIM and are in compliance with two types of rule schemes. These schemes conform to pre-agreed formalisms. Rules are uniformly specified according to the schemes which define their associated XML annotations in the instance level, when such models are specified. A model interpretation engine being capable of processing and transforming them in a pre-determined manner, agents will be driven in the architecture under construction to present their unified behaviour of event handling, decision making, action performing, as well as constraint matching. This mechanism turns a conventional MDA’s code generation process into a model interpretation process but keeps the same model-driven principle.

(2) The development of components/services for invocation by agents to assist their functions (the Classes part in Fig. 2). These components may have been developed for other purposes and reused in the current context. They may be programmed in disparate languages but uniformly invoked via interfaces with the agents sitting in the above level.

(3) The development of agents for running the models and using the components and services (the agents part in Fig. 2).

We start the discussion of our approach from generically developing platform-independent models, coupled with abstract agent and component notions. Afterwards in the case study, we demonstrate how these models become platform-specific, coupled with agents and components running on the chosen platforms.
Table 1
Notions and notations of the AAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction model</th>
<th>Railtrack Interaction Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A protocol model that describes the interaction process of multiple agents aimed at a common goal. One example here is an interaction model describing the interaction among several entities employed by a railway management system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>IMI Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A high level abstraction that conceptually has common goals shared with other agents and computationally has responsibilities for contributing to the goals. Rules are defined that decide the roles an agent should play in a certain interaction, aimed at a certain goal and the low level computational units should be invoked in the process. Object components, Web Services, and even other agents can all be used by an agent. Agents interact with one another by passing messages, the processing and producing of which is also determined by rules.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction rule</th>
<th>Handle Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A requirement capture unit that externalises agent knowledge and is configurable at runtime by domain experts. Agents use rules to understand and respond to messages, make decisions, and collaborate with each other. A collection of rules compose and define the agent interaction model. Rules can be defined for a single agent to play different roles in different interaction models.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component and service</th>
<th>Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMI agent may use the reaction rule of “Handle Fault” to guide its interaction and computation behaviour, in a Railtrack interaction model.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component and service</th>
<th>Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional passive components that respond to active agents when they are invoked, assisting the running agents to behave. The invocation of these low level units is defined in rules.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Track restriction request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An information container passing between agents. Messages are known by agents that create them and are expected by agents that receive them, if related rules are defined. String, XML fraction or even objects can be encoded in them. The passing of a message indicates that the sender has made its contribution towards a business goal and now the receiver takes its responsibility to contribute to the same overall goal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A2 interacts with A4 as a result of the satisfaction of condition1.
3.2. AAM interaction model: reaction rule and policy rule

The adaptive agent model has been developed for large business applications to cope with changing business requirements and to ease the continuous maintenance of supporting software. AAM breaks the tradition of tightly coupled component/service relationships and provides a dynamic and on-demand invocation manner by using adaptive agents as a high level abstraction. The AAM approach was intended to add adaptivity to large object-oriented software systems. Nevertheless, when it is adapted for use in a distributed environment, agents as a high level abstraction can make use of a combination of existing components and services distributed heterogeneously to meet their required functionalities. In a heterogeneous environment, numerous constructs of a variety of types (objects, services, and agents) are available via independent development. Alternatives from competitive service providers can be explored for (re)use towards evolving business purposes. Apart from (i) component/service/agent providers and (ii) end users, a third important role might be played in such a system by (iii) interaction model designers. They have application domain knowledge, choose components and services from alternatives, and specify their interactions to fulfil business goals.

Although standard languages exist for describing component interfaces or defining interactive message passing protocols, for instance, DAML-S for Web Services and FIPA ACL and KQML for MAS, their usage is limited in their specific areas. So far no mechanism for coordinating and interoperating disparate components has been provided. The difficulty becomes more severe if selecting the right components/services and specifying cooperation towards an emerging business goal must be accomplished in a timely way and dynamically. With AAM, we aim at reusing the already established software paradigms in our extended and integrated model-driven paradigm so that their interaction becomes automatic once the model has been specified, and the change to the interaction of runtime components/services only involves the change to the interaction model specification [34]. In this way, the potential weakness of MDA that would be exposed when it is applied to a heterogeneous environment and for coordination of separately developed components/services can be addressed by the agent-MDA paradigm of the AAM.

At the heart of the AAM is the interaction model that describes the interaction of a collection of agents towards a common goal. The interaction model is comprised of multiple reaction rules (RRs), each guiding an agent in its individual responsibility for service provision in reaction to other agents. This allows the agent to contribute to the overall goal. One or several policy rules (PRs) may be collectively selected and applied in such processes to reflect global business policies that must be complied in service fulfilment, so shared by all agents in the system.

The AAM framework built upon the notions and notations outlined in Table 1 can be described as having a three-layered architecture. The first layer consists of agents interacting with one another by passing messages, using the behavioural knowledge from the next layer. The middle layer is a structured knowledge-base of rules, supplying to agents from the previous layer and referring to the components and services from the next layer. The last layer consists of computational units, ready to be invoked to facilitate the execution of the interaction model. The knowledge in the middle layer is expected to be updated continuously during the running of the system corresponding to changing requirements at runtime.

A major construct being in the framework, reaction rules specify interactive agent behaviour. A simplified graphic form of RR scheme is shown as in Fig. 3 describing the message passing among agents and the use of components/services during message processing and producing.

Although this scheme gives an impression that the approach uses rules to bind up certain agents in the interaction model, the system architecture is actually dynamically formed and driven by a collection of rules selected and appropriately fitted into the particular context at each single runtime occasion. A complete RR specification can be formalised as the following: on receipt of an event message, processing the message, and then making a decision which results in performing proper actions associated with the current conditions, and after that updating the belief corresponding to the incoming event, if appropriate. Reaction rules define agreements that are bound between agents for their interactions, constraining what and how agents should perform in a reactive and proactive manner in business processes. Driven by events, agents use RRs to make business decisions. Fig. 4 represents the schematic decision making tree. Each RR’s decision making element can be decomposed into multiple (condition, action) couples, actions performed following conditions evaluated as satisfactory on the selected tree branch while making the decision. A branch such as (Con2 → Con2.2) may be selected if these both conditions are met but neither condition Con2.2.1 nor Con2.2.2 is satisfied in the branch further down. If additional conditions need to be considered, the selected tree branch may be extended with: [condition2.2.3, action2.2.3], [condition2.3.1, action2.2.3.1], and so on, which could be found as required when new needs come into the system.

Based on the basic RR structure and its decision making tree structure, a RR scheme is defined as:

\[ \text{[event, processing, (condition, action)\_n, belief]} \]

When an event message is received by an agent (Step 1), information contained within (business objects, etc.) is decoded from it and facts are then known to the recipient (Step 2). To respond, the agent makes a decision and performs actions that are associated with the satisfied conditions (Step 3). The result of the actions could be producing event messages to other agents (Step 4). The agent’s beliefs are updated with the new information (Step 5).

Roles that agents shall play are actually specified implicitly inside reaction rules. Indeed, to any agent, the execution of a RR represents the process of playing a role. However, the exchangeable
use of rule and role is conceptually inappropriate. It is possible and sometimes necessary to define a rule for an agent that configures one role in one interaction model and, another role in another interaction model. This corresponds to situations in reality. For instance, a person at work plays a different role from the role he/she plays at home. A rule must be capable of taking into account the different contexts in which multiple roles are played and its form should not be subject to change when the context changes. The agent-role-group meta-model [20] proposes to organise agents’ role playing behaviour in groups. However, this static structuring method is not the most rationale and flexible. The use of the RR construct in the interaction model, on the contrary, naturally directs agents to play various roles in various collaborative opportunities towards various goals. The re-configurability of RRs is, therefore, of significant importance to adding adaptivity to reaction/interaction-intensive systems. In the scenario given above, a person usually processes a task request from his/her boss/colleagues in workplace differently from a request from a family member. The distinct role playing scenarios of a single entity in distinct interactions can be defined in a single rule (practically easy by specifying multiple condition and action pairs), or several for structuring purposes. The distinction of rule concept and role concept is necessary and useful, rules being abstracted as a layer for configuration purposes, above the role level which describes either functional duties or social rights. The latter type of role is related with policy rule, in contrast with the former being related with reaction rule.

Business and organisation regulations and strategies usually should override individual behaviour as a need of efficient management, giving a sense of global control and shared value that everyone should respect. To this end, the policy rules complement the blueprint of the overall system model, capturing system requirements and achieving system goals. Fig. 5 illustrates a portion of an interaction model, involving two RRs (owned by two agents) and four PRs (shared among all agents). RR1 and RR2 are used by Agent 1 and Agent 2 in an interaction. When RR1 receives an event, it invokes some shared services for the processing. Then several PRs are applied due to their satisfied conditions. This leads to the production of some facts that facilitate decision making. An action is finally selected among available execution paths and triggers RR2 to function in Agent 2.

An important reason why policy rules are distinct from reaction rules is that the same concern may be spread over the system and many entities may have to adhere to each of these globally applicable concerns. Likewise, a wide range of system resources accessible to each subject may share common access strategies. If such a strategy changes, then in order to comply with such changes we have to change the configuration of many places where the subject has access to resources. In particular, changes go to many RRs through which agents manage and provide services and data. Externalisation of PRs and later security specific PRs is therefore crucial to a security-manageable system. The embedding of PRs into RRs could inevitably put a heavy burden upon system maintenance. However, the general structure that generic PRs take should be adapted for security PRs. This is again for better policy management and maintenance. For example, employees and managers may have different access levels to resources for good reasons. Affiliate organisations may have more access rights to resources than the others. Categorising subjects by roles and organisations simplifies the management matter, one rule being designed and then applicable for a group of subjects. At the same time, it is also very likely that some individuals need superior permissions for particular resources. This disallows us to exclude the definition of policies on an individual basis. To conclude, when security PRs are formulated, the form should uniformly take into account all potential factors, so that their number is minimised, management made easier, and dynamic binding with RRs kept efficient.

Combining such versatile security PRs and RRs with the existing AAM framework offers many benefits. In particular, we can make use of its adaptive properties [27,28,32] and model-driven features [29]. The RR type of rules shown in Fig. 5 dictates functional duties that agents must perform to configure agents RR2 to function in Agent 2.

Policy Rules are shared among Reaction Rules, applied wherever appropriate, facilitating decision making
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Fig. 5. RR and PR work together in an interaction model.
sation before such performance takes place. In the view of an agent's functional role playing and social role associated with permission, these two types of rules can fully capture both functional needs and non-functional security needs in an integrated interaction model for secure agent behaviour modelling. That is, before a role of functional capabilities is performed, its role of social rights must be checked against that performance. This adaptive and integrated RR and PR scheme is built upon the integrated role notion. The applicable security-PRs, which are externally specified, are dynamically bound with RRs so that the role of social rights is bound with the role of functional duties. Only in this way is the role concept completed and the role playing guaranteed to start if and only if it has appropriately granted permissions. The next section illustrates security PRs formalised in a structure suitable for easy organisation and maintenance and at the same time fully integral with RRs in the existing AAM framework.

3.3. AAM security meta-model and security-PR: an extension towards integration

As described in the previous sections, policy rules can be enforced while reaction rules are performing. AAM was originally intended to use policy rules to capture domain-independent, general-purpose policy requirements. When PR use is extended to enforce security policies, PRs can be applied within the existing framework straightforwardly since they comply with the generalised form. However, being concerned with security, the formalism needs to capture the specific knowledge that agents can use to differentiate the secure reactive operations from those forbidden. Capturing security needs, the specification of policies provides agents with the information on how to behave in the correct way. The structure of these policies, therefore, must be designed with many facets taken into account.

Sometimes more than one agent in a chain of resource access processes need to comply with a set of shared policies against a specific request. For example, an agent being in an interaction may directly request system resources via an immediate partner, but it could also do so through successive intermediate system agents. The system must pass what is needed only to the authorised entities and the whole control flow must be considered before the resource access is eventually granted. Moreover, security policies should also be able to tell agents to change their reaction patterns in response to requests from different social actors. Presumably, different levels of access rights to system data/services have to be and have been differentiated. Then it can be defined in policies that one agent may perform one action upon a particular service and another agent perform another, no less or more permission than that being available to them. A typical example is that retrieving or updating data may be permitted to different parties. Consequently, variation of capability roles may be played by certain system agents when resource requesters have associated with them various permission roles. Finally, agents usually perform under various contexts. The granting or refusing of access rights might be subject to the ever changing runtime context. A complete security meta-model therefore needs to be in place, with many such aspects considered.

Recognising the widely accepted RBAC and also its weakness identified in Section 2, we extend the model with an aim of meeting the unique characteristics of MAS and integrating within our agent-oriented model-driven architecture.

In our security meta-model shown in Fig. 6, each item of access permissions depends upon a set of access properties, being subject/role, operation, resource, and context. Associated with this meta-model is a security policy rule scheme that uses those components. A policy typically says a subject is granted access permission to a resource with an operation in a context. The following discussion explains the major elements that make up the security meta-model as well as its features as illustrated in the figure and in line with that, the procedure to be carried out in security aspect modelling.

3.3.1. Resources under protection

In the MAS context, interacting with agents which are service invokers is regarded as a type of resource (system service) in addition to that of data and software.

Generally, a user/client agent requests a system resource from a resource provider agent through some intermediate agents as in Fig. 7. In the interaction process, one may enforce security policies just after the client agent delivers its request (in policy rule set 1) or before the resource is to be approved for use (in policy rule set 3). However, all intermediate agents provide services in one form or another and these could be targets requiring protection.

Hence, in theory, security constraints should be imposed in each agent interaction (policy rule set 1–3) rather than in a single place as many other approaches do. At least, a mechanism must be
in place to ensure that practically, each intermediate agent behaves in such a way that reflects the policies set upon the resource access model, applicable to the request currently being sent. Suppose the above interaction is used by a house hunting user agent. It uses an estate agent finder agent (intermediate agent 1) and an estate agent (intermediate agent 2) to look for information of properties that match its preferences. An agent-finder service and a property preference matching service have been provided before the final property information is returned. Different levels of services might be provided in the process according to the user’s service subscription and credit information. The permission of the contact of an estate agent does not necessarily mean it will provide all its information.

Nevertheless, in practice, it is desirable to set default access levels to a group of system service providers and more restrictive constraints imposed only to certain operations upon them, as well as to critical service providers. For example, an agent offering a yellow page service could be accessed for enquiry purposes uniquely in a system by all agents but only authorised agents can update the yellow page. Likewise, all services that need to be protected and all critical operations upon services should be analysed and documented in advance, so that appropriate policies can be set for them. This corresponds to the first step we recommend in applying the modelling paradigm: analysis of services to be protected and those directly associated with sensitive data/software.

### 3.3.2. Subjects that require access to resources

Having all resources to be protected in mind, the next step is to figure out who are the potential subjects that would require access to them. Typically, they are agents running on behalf of human beings in MAS.

Actually, we can distinguish user agent and system agent as two potential types of subjects. The former needs permissions to access resources and the latter provides as well as requests services (possibly as a result of request from other agents) in MAS. System agents have tightly coupled responsibilities decided by designers. Human users have loosely coupled permissions decided by system policies. Presumably system agents are trustworthy since they are purposefully designed for the system. User agents, however, can by no means be controlled in their behaviour in the system and so need to be restricted in their actions. Therefore, the analysis of interaction among user agents and those system agents which have access to critical system services and data should follow on from the previous stage.

### 3.3.3. Permission assignment on the basis of individual, role, and organisation

Having both subjects and resource objects identified. The next step is permission assignment among them.

In the same house hunting example, a potential buyer who logs on to the system will be associated with an agent running on behalf of him/her with an ID and roles. Permissions are gained by agents through those directly associated (via the subject ID), roles they are assigned to (via subject–role relationships), or organisations they belong to (via buyer subscription group, or other organisation/membership information, etc.). The management of role definitions, user-role assignment, as well as groupings provides the maximum flexibility for access control. On an individual basis, one could have more or less rights to particular data than another of the same role. The same happens to two individuals of the same role, but from different organisations. A role hierarchy may also be defined so that some individuals from higher levels have more access rights than others from lower levels.

This scheme extends the classic RBAC96 model [19]. The advancement made since then in the community has been taken into account. For instance, organisational roles of the Enterprise RBAC [36] model can now be similarly structured. Permissions are assignable to individuals as well as organisations. It might be necessary, for example, to define that certain roles can access all instances of a particular type of resource. More likely, individual entities of a resource type are specified to be accessible by individual subjects. Permissions can be assigned upon a set (or type) of resources or for a group of subjects with exceptions. This can be configured by a positive permission policy for the whole collection and a negative permission for individual exceptions.

Moreover, operational actions to services are part of the permissions. For example, for an agent holding a directory of items, one may or may not have permissions to do the following actions: enquiring, adding, updating, and removing. This is much more flexible than the limited assignment of reading/writing permission to files in some systems.

#### 3.3.4. Context of access

A major advantage of the use of agents is that an agent may behave differently in different conditions, that is its environmental context. Having defined restrictions of subjects performing operations upon resources, the access context can now be taken into account, RBAC being further extended and the context concept providing additional flexibility in the scheme.

Access context may include descriptive justification of the access operation, when/where the requested data goes or the service reaches its destination of original request, the duration of the use of the data/service, the pre-condition and post-condition of the access operation. When agents play roles in interaction, the context under which they perform varies and so agents behave differently as a result of evaluating changing instance values populated at runtime. For example, an ordinary user may have access over certain regular services but in addition to that he/she may gain a premium service. This could be obtained by supplying a reasonable reason (the justification context) of the access, possibly also a commitment as a result of enjoying the service (the post-condition context), the request being eventually authorised and the access being set within a limited time period (the duration context). Context can also be used to enable access normally not seen through rights delegation. For example, two organisations can reach certain agreements in sharing their services within. One of them may delegate the use of its private services to the other organisation. Alternatively, it may delegate the access of its specific data to some particular users from the other organisation for their own use.

#### 3.4. Towards a security-aware agent-oriented MDA

Both agent duties and agent rights being modelled as reaction rules and security policy rules, their integration into a single framework is essential to a security-enabled model-driven architecture. This can be achieved by using a unified role interaction model incorporating the concept in AAM paradigm and that in its supplemented security model. The principle here is.

---

Fig. 7. A sample agent interaction model.
The approach deliberately separates from the beginning, the modelling of duties and rights, or functional capabilities and social permissions, in other words, what needs to be achieved in systems and how the achievement of such can be secured during that process, as RR and security-PR. Later it uses dynamic binding to put them together as AAM already did for RRs and ordinary PRs in interaction modelling.

Roles of social rights being explicitly modelled in security-PRs for MAS protects the access control to services. At the same time, agents use system services to interact with each other via role playing, and as such services are in a layer below agents and as RRs tell them to do so. This access control scheme fits in harmony with the existing AAM paradigm. Agents use system services to interact with each other via role playing, and as such services are in a layer below agents and invoked by them on demand (Fig. 5). At the same time, agents are a type of subject that has access to services as well as other protective system resources as permitted by associated roles (Fig. 6).

So the interaction of agents via role playing as well as role restricting ensures the use of critical system services always complies with rule regulations. The overall model becomes complete in the sense that the complementary role nature of functional duties and social rights are both taken into account seamlessly. Policies can be defined separately from the main functionalities and applied by these agents to check the requests before services under protection are provided.

The dynamic binding of RRs and PRs towards a complete role-based model adds maintainability and adaptivity to systems. The original distinction of rule types in AAM is motivated by the rationale that requirements, with regard to locally affective agent behaviour (as modelled in RRs) and the requirements with regard to globally affective agent behaviour (as in PRs), can be managed separately. The separate reconfiguration of them allows one to specify individual agent reactive behaviour per RR, or all agents’ policy conformation behaviour per PR, both types of rules being automatically deployed once the re-configuration is complete.

Considering the special PR type of security policy rules, social rights mapped from non-functional security requirements can be specified separately from functional capabilities mapped from ordinary functional requirements. This eases the model specification process for human experts. The interaction model, capturing all functional roles, can be defined in the first place and then, on top of that, the policy rule model constrains the execution of them to a group of authorised agents. This clearly splits the modelling tasks, but the association of them via an integrated RR and PR scheme, including use of the role concept to pull together rights and duties, avoids any potential perturbation. Only when an agent comes to perform a role at runtime, aiming at contributing its functional capabilities as described in RRs, is the role of this agent assigned and the social rights checked against all applicable security policies in the PRs.

4. Case study

4.1. The requirements specification of a British railway management system

To demonstrate the efficacy of our approach, we have investigated how it might be applied to an actual system, the British railway management system called Railtrack. The system is mainly responsible for the running of a railway on a daily basis, monitoring train running with regard to incidents, and ensuring the safety of the train services by conveying issues to relevant parties for resolution. Being a very complex and safety critical system, the documented specification has more than 250 pages and contains a large number of function descriptions in a unified form. An extract from the original specification is presented in Fig. 8 and several standardised function descriptions are shown in Table 2.

A UML activity diagram, showing the activities and flow of control for the case study scenario, is given in Fig. 9. It demonstrates the handling of faults, the subsequent imposing of restrictions, and rescheduling of train services which together compose the process of fault management. Participant actors collaborate and perform activities sequentially and conditionally, forming a control flow of the system. Activity Diagrams provide a task-centric view of the behaviour of objects. When object-oriented systems are being implemented, activities are statically assigned to objects and the message passing patterns between objects in the systems are fixed. UML activity diagrams are not inherently object oriented and, due to their flowchart heritage, mapping to object-oriented concepts is difficult [37]. The figure also shows some constraints imposed upon IMI-HandleFault in the form of object constraint language, asserting business rules on top of UML models [38]. The pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants are assertions that can be expressed in OCL and abstracted in order to facilitate implementation. However, OCL elements are attached to other modelling elements, separated from the main control flow rather than integral components. This is due to the lack of support for specifying constraints in activity diagrams or use cases. Sometimes, it is even hard to use OCL to describe the constraints that need to be imposed on the design models. For instance, not all Contractors can perform the task of FixFault upon a given track with the associated access power to it. Security constraints must be defined for proper resource management. Therefore, current OO design methods have some limitations in modelling a system in an adaptive architecture that completely captures the structure and behaviour of the system and later drive its running directly. Adaptation to the business-related functions such as HandleFault, security-related constraints such as Contractor’s access to the rail tracks, and the overall integrated architecture will usually entail major maintenance burden and difficulty in the lifecycle of the system. Later, we will compare our development approach against conventional methods.

Before the presentation of the approach, it may be worthwhile noting in the case study that external actors may provide services outside the boundary of the Railtrack specification. Contractors, for example, offer track maintenance services. They may be requested to fix the faulty tracks when the system detects them, by passing messages. The maintenance of such services is not up to Railtrack but according to contracts. As far as the system is aware of the existence of such services and their interfaces, they can be made use of even in a distributed environment.

A primary goal of the system is delivering train services safely. While one may understand this as a system goal of keeping train services running and a security goal of keeping the running services safely, we shall by no means isolate them although we can model them separately but later integrate them together. Actually, that is where functional duty roles and social right roles come into play in union. In the next sections we will start from requirements analysis, and build models based on them towards automatic agent execution. Functional requirements and non-functional security-related requirements are both considered and integrated in one unified interaction and policy model.

4.2. Building the CIM: requirements analysis

Requirements analysis will be carried out in this section for building the computation-independent model.
4.2.1. Requirements analysis: functional requirements

In the case study, requirements are organised into domains, which in turn consist of domain functions. Apart from the functions that are dedicated to regular train services, others span over several business domains and coordinate in order to manage faults/incidents and make rectification wherever necessary. This is critical to the safe running of train services. Planned train services that will later use the faulty assets may have to be rescheduled, and once assets recover from faults, train services should come back to normal. The system must ensure safe train services, as well as their normal running in an optimal timeline. Therefore, appropriate access control to system resources is necessary. On the other hand, it needs to efficiently protect critical system resources such as train journeys and rail tracks so that train services can be as normal as possible. Thus, access to those resources must be authorised. In exceptional situations, unauthorised access is allowed but must be restricted, people or animals being prevented from accidental disasters.

External actors, being people, organisations, objects, or other systems may interact with the Railtrack system, in the processes of which authorised resource access must be guaranteed. Often an actor represents a number of different things all of which may be considered the same because they play the same role in a particular process but when the same actor occurs in different processes it may play different roles. For example, a driver appears as an actor in their own right in the train running process because they have specific roles in train running. They may also be people who report incidents in which they assume a different role.

Inside the system (specification), IMI, IME, TRI, TRB are some business domains presented in the case study. Delegated to respective agents, these can represent internal actors that are responsible for the function of their respective domains and responsible for realising domain functions. They respond to external actors as well as interact with each other internally. Table 3 summarises the roles of external actors and business domains represented by their corresponding agents, through the interaction of which system functions are fulfilled. Domains roles are collective functions such as IMI-HandleFault given in Table 2.

Functional requirements specification is thus organised, domains being represented by agents that act on behalf of them, and domain functions collectively forming duty roles which agents play. Before non-functional requirements which are implicitly
Table 2
Sample functional descriptions from the specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>TRB</th>
<th>IMI</th>
<th>IME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifier</td>
<td>AcceptLateAddition</td>
<td>HandleFault</td>
<td>ImposeSuddenRestrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>To handle a late request for a train journey.</td>
<td>To maintain information about faults so that they can be fixed in a way which minimises the overall impact on the business.</td>
<td>To protect people on the track by protecting designated locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>Receipt of a request for a train journey directly from a Train Operator or from the Driver of a train entering the Production Function’s area. The request is provided in the form of a combination of relevant train details, locations and desired timings.</td>
<td>A fault becomes known to the Production Function, either from people reporting information about a fault (IMI-AcceptFaultReport), or directly from the infrastructure asset, via infrastructure monitoring equipment or from failure to operate when commanded (IMI-NoticeFault).</td>
<td>Immediate authorised access to track is required (TRI-HandleFault), or there are unauthorised people on the track.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>The crew is competent for the route requested.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Accurate information about the locations which need protecting is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information used</td>
<td>Relevant locations</td>
<td>Information about infrastructure assets and their contracts.</td>
<td>Information about locations and the associated infrastructure assets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>A new train journey, to the Train Operator and others.</td>
<td>Fault information to Contractors.</td>
<td>Commands to protection system and electrical network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required effect</td>
<td>A new train journey is created from the request, and validated (TRB-ValidateTrainPlan). If the train journey is acceptable then it is distributed to all interested parties; otherwise the request is rejected or renegotiated.</td>
<td>The fault is recorded.</td>
<td>The effect on train journeys is handled (TRI-RespondToIncident).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Ground level production staff may use a key to manually replace signals to danger.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Roles of actors and domains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor/Domain</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMI</td>
<td>Detect and handle asset faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IME</td>
<td>Place track restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRI</td>
<td>Handle the impact of incidents on train journeys by the amendment of those affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRB</td>
<td>Deliver planned train paths and respond to requests for further train paths or amended ones due to incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor</td>
<td>Fix asset faults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train operator</td>
<td>(Re-) schedule train services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. An activity diagram describing the case study.

embedded in the specification are represented by social right roles, the interaction model of agent duty roles must be structured, on top of which policy rules can then be modelled for dictating the appropriateness of role execution according to role permission assignment. To this end, a typical domain function HandleFault that IMI agent must fulfil is now presented in narrative as in Fig. 10, prior to our overall model building process.

Restructuring domain function requirements (already described in Fig. 9 and documented in Table 2) in this form supports later modelling using our unified reaction rule scheme. This is because generically, a domain function captures a reaction behaviour where an event triggers an agent to perform an action using a decision making process. Thus, the specific function will become a
reaction rule “HandleFault” for agent “IMI”. The decision making process the RR uses for fault handling when one is reported is shown in Fig. 11. This corresponds to the scheme shown in Fig. 5. A branch of condition2 → condition2.2 will be selected to request the fixing of fault (fault not cleared) and place track restrictions (fault has immediate impact) if corresponding conditions are met.

Straightforwardly, agent IMI processes its RR IMI-HandleFault in a manner shown in Fig. 12. A “Fault” and an “Asset” component will be selected to facilitate the agent to function in the process.

When many such RRs are structured from the original specification capturing agent duty roles, their interaction model can be documented capturing the blueprint of the overall system model. Section 4.3.1 will describe such a model. Before that, the non-functional security requirements need to be analysed with an aim of integration into this interaction model.

4.2.2. Requirements analysis: non-functional security requirements

IMI agent is a system agent and itself performs no direct operation upon critical system resources. However, it could act under the request of people playing different roles, e.g., when a fault report is received, and then it needs to interact with its partner IME, to place track restrictions to rail tracks. This could have a major impact on train services the system is aimed at delivering. Such access to the train tracks can only be granted if the report about the faulty track is validated. For example, drivers working in the railway environment can provide first-hand information about the changing rail track condition and can therefore be trustworthy in reporting emergencies. They are, however, could be constrained by making additional train journeys without authorisation. A mechanism must be in place for judging which roles should have access (and the level of access) to critical system resources when they make requests.

In terms of the direct impact IME has upon the critical system resource of rail tracks via its operations, the system needs to assign different permissions to two types of social roles, Contractor and Unauthorised People, both of which access tracks via IME. IME plays the role of placing track restrictions functionally without differentiation of resource requesters. However, the role it plays has two variations via binding to the social role of the different requesters who have made request to this function. In other words, Contractor and Unauthorised People are the two social roles that request the access to tracks via IME and because they have different levels of access to system resources, IME should assume different social roles. It assumes its role of ImposeRestrictions on receipt of a request from the former, giving Contractor permissions to do appropriate repair operations upon track and, assume its role of ImposeSuddenRestrictions on receipt of a request from the latter, giving Unauthorised People access to track within limited time period. In two occasions, IME actually binds its same role of functional duty with one of the two different versions of the social roles determined by the upcoming requesters. Consequently, the role of functional duty is uniformly conformed with and the role of social rights is also respected. Using this scheme, the resource access via a number of intermediate system agents as discussed in Section 3.3 is well controlled.

The above procedure protects system resources from the view of a successive interaction processes. More comprehensively but not necessarily more complexly, requirements analysis towards a secure system development follows the simple procedure as in accordance with the security model presented in Section 3.3.

- Identifying entities involved in critical service delivery and data access as required by the specification.
- Mapping them to various classes of entities using the security meta-model describing the relationships among them, reflecting the actual concrete constraints.
- Formulating security policy rules based on roles for later mapping and binding.
- Associating security policy rules with functional interaction model, which already centred on agent role playing behaviour.

Fig. 10. The restructured domain function IMI-HandleFault.

Fig. 11. The decision making process tree structure of IMI-HandleFault.

Fig. 12. Brief steps of RR IMI-HandleFault processing by agent IMI.

| Step1: | Receive fault report message from “AcceptFaultReport” or “NoticeFault” from the same agent. |
| Step2: | Construct a “Fault” and an “Asset” object using the information contained in the message. |
| Step3&4 | {condition, action} couplet1: If the created “Fault” object is evaluated by the “cleared()” method as FALSE (Condition2), then send a message with the created “Fault” to “FixFault” owned by Contractor agent (Action2), and |
| Step3&4 | {condition, action} couplet2: If the created “Fault” object is evaluated by the “immeImpact()” method as TRUE (Condition2.2), then send a message with the created “Asset” to “ImposeSuddenRestrictions” owned by IME agent (Action2.2) |
| Step5: | Add the belief that a fault occurs at this moment with a potential incident related with it. |
The access control model eventually becoming part of the now restrictive functional interaction model with security constraints set upon.

Following the simple procedure, we can identify and formulate, using the case study description, the potential subject accessing resource patterns. (1) Resources to be secured include: train journey timetable/plans, infrastructure assets/tracks, etc. (2) Subjects that require access to resources include: IME to tracks (via imposing restrictions), TRB to train journeys (via amending timetable), etc. They have direct access to resources and also indirectly on behalf of others who request such access. For example, IME may grant Contractor staff access to tracks for repair purposes. These staff can be assigned with the role “Contractor”, distinct from others, e.g., role “Unauthorised People/Animal” who may get in tracks by accident and then be granted temporary access in the time period of which their lives are protected before they leave the tracks. (3) Access operations are in accord with each individual type of resources. In the above case, Contractors may have two kinds of operations to tracks: access and repair. (4) Access context for each particular access may vary. If a contract has been signed between a Contractor and the train operator company at present, the Contractor can access and repair the tracks it is responsible for maintenance of but may not have access to the rest of the rail assets.

Next, security policy rules can be set up using the identified entities and their interrelationships, as in accordance with the actual business needs, on the basis of the security meta-model and security-PR scheme shown in Fig. 7. One example rule already mentioned could be: Unauthorised People/Animal gains access to tracks within a limited time period. Another one may be: Contractor gains access as well as repairs tracks they are responsible for under certain contracts. Both of the two roles, Contractor and Unauthorised People/Animal would request the access to tracks via IME and they are constrained respectively by these two security-PRs. IME will at runtime bind its uniform duty role of imposing track restrictions to the proper social right role with which it runs in the name of. In this way, the setting and resetting of policies according to our changing needs results in the assignment of changing permissions to those actually in need of different levels of access from time to time. This process is separate from the configuration of RR. When resource requesters of affected social right roles request the access, the intact functional duty role under request is performed identically but immediately the subjects retain the appropriate permissions of access that we just set.

4.3. Building the PIM

This section will demonstrate the construction of the platform-independent model.

4.3.1. Design model: functional duty role model

Fig. 13 describes part of the interaction towards the goal of handling faults. Involved in it is the required agents and their associated rules, collectively they make decisions via service facility and perform reactive behaviour via message passing. Together these model elements shape the control structure of the interaction. The narrative description of the rule IMI-HandleFault obtained in requirements analysis phase (Section 4.2.1) is used, among its other peer elements, for building a fully connected interaction model.

The binding of RR with security-PR together configures role playing variations when system resource access is requested by various social right roles. When Contractor and Unauthorised People/Animal require access to rail tracks via IME, IME plays the identical RR “ImposeTrackRestrictions” functionally but grants respective access rights to them. This can be regarded as two roles of ImposeSuddenRestrictions and ImposeRestrictions produced as the result of binding are played effectively (with the same function but different access permissions). The specification of the RR “ImposeTrackRestrictions” is given in Fig. 14 and annotated XML structure in Fig. 15 for agent comprehension and execution. It is assumed that “Restriction” is a service publicly available to all agents.

A guideline for transforming functional requirement tables (as in Table 2) to RR structures and then XML specifications is provided in [27]. In it a process that each agent reacts to the receipt of a message by executing the given rule structure is also presented. Those would later be extended so that when IME uses its one and only RR, the two externally linked security PRs are dynamically played, forming two combinational different duty and right roles. The overall interaction model is shown in Fig. 16, low level model elements being ignored.

4.3.2. Design model: social right role model

Some security policy rules may simply say access requests to particular resources from certain roles will be accepted or rejected, implying the successful completion of interaction model is subject to the role of the subject who initiates the model. This makes perfect sense since sometimes we simply want to restrict the execution of our model to those who need them indeed and safety is achieved in this manner.

In the Railtrack scenario, drivers are capable of updating train journeys functionally by making late requests, e.g., AccepLateAddition is a role played by TRB dedicated to respond to such requests (shown in Fig. 16). Implicitly, this role performs an add action to the resource type of train journey, which is a critical system resource. The social rights of drivers, however, may constrain their functions as such spontaneously. This is supported by the rationale that, unplanned journeys may conflict with existing ones sharing the same tracks and without the complete knowledge of these.
disasters may happen. Nevertheless, we are quite happy if freight drivers just want to make empty stock movement from a depot without any effect to existing train journeys, such unplanned operations being regarded as safe. In other situations, such requests should not be authorised in order to protect both rail tracks and planned train journeys. In Fig. 17 Policy rule 001 defines a constraint that only allows drivers to make empty stock movement from a depot and policy rule 002 further constrains this with additional conditions that must be satisfied if drivers want to make additional train journeys. It should be noted that when drivers do something else in the system which is not associated with the driver role, that action must be constrained by other associated policy rules. For example, all drivers can report faults on tracks as a role playable by all people.

Fig. 13 illustrates agent IME using a RR “ImposeTrackRestrictions” to deal with different potential resource users, as also shown in Fig. 14. That RR maintains a unified behaviour model. When Contractor and Unauthorised People/Animal come into play, security PRs are externally evaluated and the relevant individual bound with the RR for execution. The result of executing the combination of the RR and separate security PRs makes a difference to the original functional interaction model. Implicitly, ImposeSuddenRestrictions or ImposeRestrictions roles are assumed in two situations. A role of ImposeRestrictions is bound in one occasion and Contractor staff can access tracks with additional repair operations. The other role of ImposeSuddenRestrictions is bound in the other occasion and Unauthorised People have access to tracks but within a limited period of time. Role of functional duty is thus discharged uniquely by IME but the appropriate permissions are granted depending upon the role of social rights of requesters IME runs in the name of.

When different security PRs must be applied to different social right roles, it is also convenient to configure a RR to internally perform different actions in addition to return different permissions to resource requesters. This can be easily done by setting different access requests to pass through different decision making tree branches (so mapped to different {condition, action} pairs) and associated with those the use of different levels of services (either various versions or various internal use). Essentially, PRs are incorporated as part of the RR branches, mapping to the roles of social rights to which they are to be bound. The existing RR structure scheme allows easy accommodation of conditions mapping to various social rights to which they are to be bound. The existing RR structure scheme allows easy accommodation of conditions mapping to various social rights to which they are to be bound.
In this way, the level of service usage can be controlled. This is especially useful if these are critical resources and their use needs to be classified and access operations upon them require permissions. This provides an alternative mechanism for adaptive security PR application during RR functioning. Illustrating this using the RR “ImposeTrackRestrictions”, the decision making tree needs to set all foreseen social right roles which may make requests to its managed rail tracks resources and hence those it should work in the name of. Two (condition, action) pairs should then be set up in the RR for Contractor and Unauthorised People/Animal, according to their access permission levels. When two distinct social right roles come to play at runtime, according to the condition that is met the distinct action is performed by the same RR, as a result of different access policies for the requesters. If new resource requesters are discovered later, these unpredicted ones can be configured as new RR decision making branches with new social right roles set as conditions to pass and their service use and resource access set as actions to perform, all being configurable at runtime. This overall system architecture is effectively driven together by reaction rules and security policy rules, adaptively and securely.

4.4. Developing the PSM and code (JADE)

The abstraction of interactive functions and security constraints of any given system are separately modelled without any concern for how the system will achieve them in its implementation. Their composition drives a security-enabled MAS architecture. Following that, concrete models and code can be built according to the MDA
Goal 003: Allowing Contractors access to tracks to e.g. repair faulty tracks under contracts.

Security Policy Rule 003: Contractors can make authorised access to train tracks.

Security Policy Rule Instance 004:

Contractor (Role) contractor_10 (Subject) can access and repair (Access Operation) rail track track_01 (Resource) if a contract has been signed in which it states some faulty tracks are under the maintenance of this contractor and track_01 is among these or those associated with them (Access Context).

Goal 004: Allowing Unauthorised People/Animals access to tracks but constraining such access to a minimum time period to limit its impact to ordinary train services. Further actions must be taken place to protect the involved parties as well as clear the tracks after temporary access has been assigned to the unauthorised access.

Security Policy Rule 004: Unauthorised People/Animal can access train tracks temporarily.

Security Policy Rule Instance 005:

Unauthorised People/Animals (Role) upa_11 (Subject) can access (Access Operation) rail track track_01 (Resource) if they are on the track accidentally but this access is within limited time period (Access Context).

Fig. 18. Security-PRs associated with the rail track access control.

Fig. 19. Security-PRs annotated in XML.
principles. In this way, MDA is applied when the PIM is obtained upon the completion of RR and security-PR modelling in integrated interaction models.

Fig. 20 shows the platform-specific model being transformed for the JADE platform. The concrete behaviour classes in association with JADE agents are in one way based upon the functional RRs and in another way constrained by security-PRs which determine their behavioural permissions. The constructs required by JADE as well as other supplementary classes are illustrated in the figure. Specifically, (1) addRole and addBehaviour methods put the base behaviour into the JADE agent envelope; (2) a base behaviour is associated with the RR components of event and action according to the RR scheme; (3) the actual access permission of the request for resources as captured in the event will proceed if the security-PR set returns a positive outcome; (4) the consultation result of the permission class of the behaviour module is decided by the applicable security-PRs to the resource requester; (5) the dynamic security concern determined by PRs is taken into account in the actual access behaviour raised by runtime events in the behaviour class.

The PSM can be further transformed to code, executable using the JADE platform, core classes including event and action message, policy rule Set, as well as permission built in PSM being used. The MDA practice of mapping/transforming from abstract models to concrete models requires the former models to contain sufficient knowledge details about the system being modelled. Accompanied with XML specifications, the models we build contain sufficient semantic details of system structure, behaviour, as well as constraints. Both functions and security constraints captured in the formalised models can facilitate agents to interpret from these constructs their behaviour. Agents can uniformly interpret from the RRs' XML specification (as shown in Fig. 15) of their duties, as well as from the security-PRs' XML specifications (as shown in Fig. 19) of their rights. According to the RR scheme, an "event" element maps to a conditional check of the incoming message source against the one defined in the current rule specification. An "action" maps to a message passing behaviour and so on. According to the PR scheme, an access "role" element, the "resource" element under request, as well as the access "operation" element, as requested by the event will be checked against the applicable policy set in a loop condition. The combined behaviour is thus achieved in a structure, such as the one shown in Fig. 21, so that when a specific event occurs that matches with a RR defined to handle the event (code fragment from a to b), its action will be taken (code fragment from c onwards), if the associated security-PRs that have been defined to constrain this RR are found to be satisfactory (code fragment from b to c).

5. Model-driven adaptation (after deployment)

The security-enabled AAM approach achieves both adaptivity of functional duties via functional interaction model (add new collaborators, new service facilities, new roles, etc.) and adaptivity of social rights via an integrated security policy rule model (add new security PRs, etc.).

![Fig. 20. PSM of the case study, composed by the RRs and security-PRs.](image-url)
5.1. Adaptivity of functional duties

First of all, the AAM achieves adaptivity both in inter-agent interaction and intra-agent computation. At the time of running, the interaction model has its associated RR definitions distributed among all involved agents and individually available to them once an interaction model designer creates such a model. Update of the model pushes the updated rule definitions to the relevant agent sites. The formation of interaction model is dynamic and the rule execution on the fly immediately reflects the required change. For example, human experts can associate a different “Restriction” service to “ImposeTrackRestrictions” as shown in Fig. 16 diagrammatically or in Fig. 14 textually. This makes IME to transparently apply a new service reflecting new internal policies for establishing restrictions. Similarly, agent partnerships and multi-agent role playing collaborations can be configured. For instance, when a driver detects a fault, it is through interaction of IMI.HandleFault, IME.ImposeTrackRestrictions, TRI.RespondToIncident, and TRB.AcceptTimetableChange that affected train journeys are rescheduled eventually. A shortcut path of interaction can be specified for special occasions so that other parties are not required to be involved. For example, a driver may need to directly alter an affected train journey under his/her own operation and redirect the journey through an alternative path if the driver detects the original planned path is being occupied temporarily by, say, an animal intrusion incident. In this way, the system runs much more flexibly.

These can be achieved due to the fact that, agents actually come into play in interaction model only when they are triggered by event messages on the fly. Rules that are defined to deal with the matched events are dynamically retrieved from a rule repository, always up-to-date. It is from these rules that agents discover the roles they should play at runtime. A set of rules can be defined with an order of priority. Rules with lower priorities will be overridden by those with higher priorities, according to prioritised business needs or exceptional situations. For example, two versions of the interaction model might be available while the only difference is in one of the rules associated with the models. A rule with a lower priority tells its agent to behave in the interaction in a general situation. The other rule with a higher priority tells the same agent to perform in the interaction on more specialised scenarios. Individual rule specification allows flexible and fine-grained model configuration.

More comprehensively, Fig. 22 illustrates the adaptive inter-agent collaboration dependency and intra-agent computation capability achieved through the AAM modelling approach. The upper section shows the relationship between two collaborative agents in the case study interaction model. IMI uses IME.ImposeTrackRestrictions to collaborate with IME, which responds using IME.ImposeTrackRestrictions. Components and services are invoked during the function of two rules, respectively, assisting the agent function. This might cause the illusion that the relationships between agents and the agents’ use of computational entities are fixed. In fact, there is no direct link between agents, or between agents and components/services. Rather, such collaboration relationships are specified in the externalised rules, which are dynamically retrieved. In other words, it is at the time that a rule is selected an agent knows its collaborative agents and supporting components/services. The configuration of two rules can change not only the collaboration relationship between IMI and IME, but also the use of “Fault” component and “Restriction” service. Such information is completely transparent to agents and only known to them at the time of their activation by events. Thus, once an agent is requested for participation, the other agents it will interact with and components/services it will use for computation in the following phase are dynamically decided and replaceable at runtime by configuring rules, with immediate effect. In the overall model perspective, the individual rule running process progressively forms the interaction model, sometimes according to the previously computed results. Connec-
Inter-agent dependency and their internal computation models have been hard-coded traditionally.

![Interaction Model Diagram]

We break such a tradition by introducing an interaction model where agent role playing, computing, and message passing involved in the interaction are all captured in structured rules, being interpreted by agents at runtime.

5.2. Adaptivity of social rights

Apart from the adaptation of functional interaction model, security policy rules can also be adapted, in a separate process, assigning access rights to critical system data and services without affecting the core functionality. One may add/amend, according to the security meta-model, a security PR based on a specific subject, a role, or an organisation, affecting various numbers and types of subjects in their resource access model when bound with RR.

For example, when a Contractor requires examining infrastructure assets in addition to the tracks it is responsible for due to their interrelationship, a security PR should be defined to grant it such extra power. If another Contractor fails to repair a reported track fault in time and this needs immediate response then we may have to specify a security PR and allow an alternative Contractor to have access and do the repair operation in place of the original one. Supposing business mergers and collaborations occur, more train operators could come into play with more assets and train journeys coming under the management of the original system. We must then grant roles and organisations, previously unknown, the appropriate access to the existing resources. Moreover, existing roles may need access to additional resources previously seen as external. In many special occasions, a context can be used to cope with situations not predicted in advance. For example, we may allow a supervisor role from what is now an affiliate train company to review and adjust our timetable with a restriction by using a context component that defines trustworthiness.
a secure MAS system. It is only at the time that a subject requests access to resources that it knows what level of access it can have. The externally specified PRs, which are always up-to-date, are retrieved at the time the resource under protection is being requested. In this way, we can be immediately impose more restrictive rules upon suspicious resource requesters and impose less restrictive rules upon those who indeed need resources and in whom we have trust.

5.3. Related modelling approaches towards easier (security) adaptation

Policies are a widely accepted form in which to capture requirements. Policy-based models can be transformed and deployed into running systems following the MDA philosophy. In one approach [39], policies are specified for the composition of role playing behaviour at the functionality level, evolving the original functional model to more a comprehensive behavioural model when needed. The use of policies, however, is limited to adding new functionalities, but not reconfiguring non-functional attributes. The extension of policy notions from capturing functional needs towards non-functional security needs will offer a security-enabled model-driven architecture.

A more generic software development model, the Twin Peaks Model [40], separates problem structure and specification from solution structure and specification. This model intertwines requirements and architectures under continuous and concurrent development, towards progressively more detailed specifications. Being an enhanced spiral life-cycle model, it claims to support the building of a stable yet adaptable architecture in the presence of changing requirements. In this respect, it is comparable with an agile development method which usually implies an incremental security architecture [41]. In our approach, the “twin peaks” of security model and functional interaction model under continuous maintenance are separate but built together, implying an equally decoupled incremental development process. However, the requirements are fine-grained and the architecture is actually driven by the continuously refined requirements. The result is, the maintenance of functional requirements is decoupled from the security concerns and the maintenance of them together is the maintenance of the actual running system. This has an advantage over the Twin Peaks Model in that the separate development of architecture from incrementally detailed requirements via an implicit link becomes unnecessary due to the establishment of a more directly connected path between problem and solution. Moreover, the incremental development of functional and non-functional requirements in independent processes makes them more easily manageable.

6. Contributions, conclusions, and future work

Role has been accredited importance in agent behaviour modelling for MAS. Also role has been central to permission assignment and management in access control. This paper offers an integrated role notion and, based on that, an integrated security–aware modelling approach in the paradigm of model-driven architecture. To the knowledge of author, no previous work has been carried out in associating the role of functional duty and the role of social right, though such a relationship is natural and of substantial value to directing new topics in both role-based security research in MAS and role-based security model development in MDA. Itself being an innovative approach towards agent-oriented security model-driven architecture, the work’s main contributions to existing research communities are fourfold.

Firstly, AAM contributes a method of building adaptive and secure MAS with overall development process support to the agent-oriented software engineering community. The AAM interaction model is constructed with associated behavioural semantics. The maintenance of the model is the maintenance of the system, agents always interpreting their behaviour from the model, which always has up-to-date requirements. The Agent-oriented MDA paradigm covers the complete MAS development process, filling the gap between major agent-oriented methodologies like i* or Gaia, which focus only on requirements and the early design phase, and agent-oriented development platforms such as JADE which focus only on the implementation phase. Very importantly, the security model add-on makes the systems developed from AAM more secure for use, which could boost the wider adoption of MAS in the software industry. This is further facilitated by the use of business-friendly security policy rules, which give business experts the full configurability of their security needs and have already been in use in one form or another in large-scale OO systems.

Second, AAM provides to model-driven architecture researchers a means of abstracting high level business-oriented model, understanding by business people, so that they can bring real time change effects without caring about the implementation of low level computing constructs. The abstracted model is concerned with business knowledge including business partnership, business decision making, business policy as well as security policy associated with real business assets that are valued by business stakeholders. Business requirements formalised as such, they are easier to be maintained and validated at the model level. This model structuring is in contrast with UML (or Agent UML [22]), action semantics (AS) [23] or object constraint language (OCL) [8] where the notation system has to be manually interpreted by human beings during development, and in the case of OCL, being unable to capture high level business semantics. An important lesson learned from MDA experience is that models should be used to abstract selected elements of the implemented complex systems rather than replicate the abstractions in the programming languages [24]. AMDA raises the level of abstraction from MDA’s low level object and object constraint concepts to business-oriented constructs, capturing high level interaction, decision making, policy application, and so on.

Associated with this shift in level of abstraction, the characterised approach further directs a means to tackle the growing issue of software complexity [25]. Traditionally, the inherent technical complexity of systems is overcome by its decomposition into smaller chunks in size and then statically assembling the whole from these parts. A tougher type of complexity is now being recognised concerning the dynamic nature that allows their entities to individually perform dynamically or collectively interact adaptively under various social contexts. An analogy is that a computer can be used to run an application. Although its components of CPU or memory can be upgraded physically and reconfigured internally by technicians, the computer’s social role of running applications is maintained without change of its social position to its user, even though the user could feel the application now runs quicker. The functionality is largely separated from social role in AAM and this enormously reduces social complexity. Agents abstract at the business and social level the role duties and role rights constraints, respectively. The interaction model captures interactions of these socially and the internal functions of agents provided by components or services are separated below the business and social level. The layered architecture not only separates the underpinning function facilities and the social activities that can make use of the available facilities, but also provides a means of configuring this from a business point of view.

Third, AAM contributes the extension of MDA to distributed computing and also enables distributed systems to take advantage of the MDA paradigm. We allow in our model, the use of low level computing facilities developed not locally for a single closed sys-
tem, but disparate components and services in a distributed environment. This enables AAM to cope with the challenges brought by the pervasive business settings and the associated so-called global requirements engineering [26]. This is a non-trivial feature of AAM since software is no longer a monolithic system running on a single computer [25] but rather evolves in line with business acquisition and collaboration, making use of heterogeneous services. Components and services may be ready to use but in a context their original developers have not planned, their integration from various sources in an open environment such as Internet being an emergent need. AAM agents, being technology-independent, are well suited to the coordination and interoperation [34] of separately developed components and services in our adaptive model. Their individual use or interaction among them is not coded in advance so that emerging business needs can be met via selection and connection of the relevant ones at runtime.

Fourth, AAM contributes a model-driven structure to the Role-Based Access Control community. The role based security model is extended and policy rules defined with, instead of two, four dimensions with richer configurability such as: access subjects can be specified on the basis of role as well as individual and organisation; access objects can be data as well as service; access operations depend on specific data/service operations; and contexts provide extra flexibility. The integration of the security model into the AAM framework allows agents to dynamically evaluate and apply the appropriate policies before they perform their actual capabilities, a behaviour being driven by the combinational model. But the change to security needs has no effect on core system functionalities. This allows the definition of any number of policies after the system has been developed, security requirements not being tangled with others. The RBAC research can benefit this new model-driven security model.

We may, in our future work, develop more powerful self-adaptation features and include it into the framework. The aim is to let agents discover by themselves insecure or unreliable service providers as well as service requester and then automatically replace or deny them to maximise the security and performance of systems autonomously. The sense and applicability of this, however, demands further investigation. Sometimes human experts are still the best source that tells right from wrong and a fully automatic system is usually hard to achieve without some trade-off in accuracy, consistency or other desirable attribute. For example, if a Contractor is found to always fail to provide a satisfactory fault repair service can we rely purely on agents to automatically replace it with a reliable service provider? If unauthorised (animal) access is always reported from a particular part of the track, can the system address this in the way as if a hacker attempts to break in the system, or do we have to send someone to the site and physically fix what is wrong? Nevertheless, adding autonomy to the existing security-aware agent-oriented MDA paradigm provides an interesting direction for further research.

In the interest of concentration on security concern modelling and its integration into the existing AAM framework, we have ignored the discussion of the model interpretation engine, which is a prerequisite of the architecture that drives constrained agent behaviour. For a more complete view of the AAM approach in this aspect, please refer to [29], which provides a general illustration of agent-oriented MDA paradigm, without security concern. A blueprint diagram of the PIM including RR and PR as well as other model elements have been put together that guides the later development work. In our future work, the existing framework that already accommodates security aspect will offer fully automatic model transformation capabilities. Work in this direction is underway. In recent work, the supporting requirements engineering method used in the beginning phases of the modelling approach has been presented [35]. The complete knowledge hierarchy originating from requirements and including RR and PR is described in [31]. We have implemented an e-commerce prototype system in the JADE environment [12] using the approach with tool support [30,32] and given evidence for its adaptivity quality. An architectural deployment view of the approach is given in [27] and [28]. The use of the approach in achieving adaptivity in distributed environment is discussed in [34]. The preliminary security model [33] that this work is based on has now been elaborated and extended in this paper.

Overall, providing security in MAS is still in need of elaboration and new methods and tools need further development. Meanwhile, the approach presented here offers an advance towards a practical method of developing secure MAS which are adaptive both in terms of behaviour and security needs.
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